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Abstract
Time dependent ion parallel viscous force in the banana regime with arbitrary inverse
aspect ratio e is calculated using the eigenfunction approach. The flux surface averaged
viscosity is then used to study the relaxation process of the poloidal rotation which leads to
oscillatory relaxation behavior. The relaxation rate v, is found approximately proportional
to ViH/e (where vii is the ion collision frequency and c is the inverse aspect ratio).
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I. Introduction
Parallel viscous force is one of the essential forces governing the poloidal momentum
of plasma. In steady state, Hirshman and Sigmar 1 constructed a moment approach scheme
to solve for the poloidal flows and calculate the neoclassical transport fluxes. However,
in a dynamical system, one should include the time dependent feature of the viscosity.
As will be shown, the time dependent contribution of the viscosity can actually be more
important than the direct time derivative of momentum itself in the force balance equation.
Therefore, employing a steady state viscosity in the evolution equation of momentum
as in most existing numerical codes may give a correct steady state solution but very
wrong dynamics. In particular, it has been pointed out 2 that the relaxation rate of the
poloidal flow calculated from the static response of the distribution function3 was incorrect.
Recently, Shaing and Hirshman 4 have calculated the time dependent parallel viscosity
yielding a relaxation rate v, of poloidal flow as v, ~ vi;. Taguchi' revisited this problem
by partially adopting the eigenfunction approach given in Refs. 6-8 and yielded a different
conclusion that v, ~
In this work, a somewhat improved formalism for deriving the parallel viscosity is
introduced to generally include the effects of large mass flow and arbitrary aspect ratio.
The drift kinetic equation is solved using the eigenfunction approach as in Refs. 5-8. The
asymptotic behavior of the resulting viscosity with respect to v,/vii will be discussed and
will lead to a Pad6 approximation form of viscosity having the correct behavior in both
limits - < 1 and z > 1.
The relaxation process of poloidal flow is studied for arbitrary inverse aspect ratio c
using the averaged time dependent viscous force. For a large aspect ratio tokamak, the
relaxation rate is found to be v, ~ Moreover, it is found that an finite frequency
oscillation will inevitably occur during the damping of the poloidal rotation. For a large
aspect ratio tokamak, the frequency of this oscillation is found to increase strongly with
e. For a wide range of aspect ratio, both the relaxation rate and oscillation frequency are
calculated numerically as functions of f.
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II. Derivation of (B - V - r1)
Let us start with the lowest order ion drift kinetic equation in the rest frame9
-- + (vil b + V) -Vf - (V -VLB + ptB(V -V - bb : VV))-O
at at,
+( PB (V B VV -- = C(7). (1)Vlmn -MVV-1 I b
Here, v is the particle velocity in the ion rest frame, w = v 2 /2, 7 is the gyro-averaged
distribution function in the ion rest frame satisfying f dv vf = 0, I is the magnetic
moment, V is ion mass flow velocity,
P dv mvvY = nTI + 11 ~ nTI + 37r b -/ 3
is the ion stress tensor, II is the viscosity tensor, I is the unit tensor, and C(f) the ion-ion
collision operator.
As in the usual banana regime, A < 1 is the small expansion parameter used
to truncate the system. In addition, the time derivative is also assumed to be O(A), while
the mass flow is assumed to be the zeroth order quantity. The continuity equation thus
yields
V- K= k B+) wR2VP (2)
n
where to the lowest order'0 , wi,() = -c 4(o) corresponds to E x B drift and has to be
a flux function, K(0) corresponds to the poloidal flow.
Equation (1) thus reduces to
Of K lb - V -P vjjKB OJ
- + (vII + -B)Vlj + vi - - Vl - C(f). (3)5i n mn n ) OW
One observes that K(0) is the driving force for 7 to deviate from Maxwellian and give
rise to the viscous tensor. In general, one can retain the 0(1) i(O, t) and t(G, t) in a
Maxwellian fm(w, 0, t), and an arbitrarily large mass flow IB. However, for simplicity we
further assume 1 > !CB/vth; > A and both fi(0,t), T(O,t) are of order A as the viscous
force. Let's define the relaxation rate v, - ln f. Equation (3) can be reduced to
1  +V1 (+ 2KBvjj fM) b. V v1fM -Pv +C(y) (4)Snvth P
3
where f =- fM, fM i0/2 ) e~ , and terms on the right-hand side are of order A.
One should notice the appearance of the local stress force b - V -P (instead of the viscous
force) as an explicit drive for the deviation of distribution function from Maxwellian. It is
precisely this term that makes the direct derivation of viscous force possible.
To the zeroth order, Eq. (4) yields
- 2KBv1
(= vt 2 fm + Og(w,,) (5)nth
where a - -. Also, O(A) of Eq. (4) is
- b-V.P (6
vijVj fi = vI1fM + vfo + C(fo). (6)p
g(w, , A) can thus be solved by bounce average of Eq. (6)
(B -V -P) f+ P 2fB2) B ) ]+(BCg) 1(7
P [ nvth |vi| I|V,,|
where the angle bracket denotes the flux surface average. Note that the distribution
function must vanish at the banana tip if it is odd in a, because of the particle conservation
law at the tip. Since ug(w, A,b) is independent of 0, g(w, 4', A) has to be zero in the trapped
region. Using its rotational symmetry property
C(P()q(v)) = PI()C(0(v)) (8)
the linearized collision operator can be expanded 12 as
C(f) = 2v(v)hjIj IAl\I a f + EP(e) C[(J) + 2 )j(
1=0
Here, A & , B !, h -B-, Pt(t) is the Legendre polynomial,
Vra2+1 d4 PI(O)f, (10)
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V(V) = 3 V2_ z)" (17)
1 N1 e
O ( 2 1 - ) erf(x) - 1
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x = V and erf(x) is the error function. Equation (9) can be further simplified by keeping
only f = 0, 1, 2 since Ce ~ - '2'4v(v) for f > 1.
Equation (7) can thus be reduced to
(B V P) f
p
E2K(B2)2 fm
nLth
+ 2Bv(v) 0(1) 0 +
2 j
where
(B2 ) (C1 (V) + v(v)V) = 0,
vBo
fdA g(v, A,4~
and A, = h,,,i. Since the system is studied in the rest frame, f dvv11f = 0 must be
satisfied. Equations (5) and (13) thus yield an important constraint on V(v, O) that
(14)
dv vV(v,)K(O)Bo.
This also implies that V(v, i) relates to the poloidal flow moments as
v= UL 3/2(X2)) M VfM,
I~ /T
(15)
where 3/2 argument x 2weeL~ is the Laguerre polynomial with uetx --. Here,
vi0 Bo 
+
B \
2 vjjBKf) L3/2(2)
nve 2 fU ( = p! dv( 2 )!J
I -TBP qp is the poloidal heat flux, and B, is the poloidal
magnetic field.
Following the eigenfunction approach as in Refs. 7 and 8, letting
00
g = E Yn(v, O)An(A, 0)
n=1
with
\ An
~A(I() A =(|(|}
= OX9 
.
5
+2B0+
v
(II)g]
(12)
(13)
and using the orthogonality condition for An
dA AnAma - )n dA A2n O(W)
Equation (12) yields
with V(v,?P) satisfying
1(\fc(v, v,) VV - C(V)= Bo(B -V -P) mvKBo - -fm.\(B2) ) nT
Here,
fc (v, P) =
F(v, \, v,) E - n-A ,
n=1 - /V
3(B2) , B , = )
~ B~d,\i F(v,A,\, v) = L
is the effective fraction of circulating particles, and on, y., are defined in Refs. 7 and 8.
The velocity dependent function V(v) in Eq. (19) can be solved for by using the
variational principle11 ,13 (see Appendix A). However the purpose here is to calculate the
parallel viscosity (B -V - H). Using the fact that
J dv vC'(V(v)) = 0,
which corresponds to the momentum conservation of the collision operator, Eqs. (15) and
(17) yield
++ (B 2 )(B.V. ll)=m-ff- dv
B0 f
ft(,VP) V
f-r(X, vi,) 3
(B 2 )
0=
Here, S ft v(v)L 32(X2),
M v )
ft(x, v,) - 1 - (B2 1: v,//vY. = 1 - (1 - P)f(ax, vP),
0 n=1Mn - P/i
{G} 3 ~ dx G(x)x 4 e,2)
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Ifn
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
g = (B2 F(v, \, v,) V(V,'O)
2BO2 fc (V, V,)
1)
and v(v) is given in Eq. (11).
Furthermore, the local (poloidally unaveraged) time dependent viscous forces are of
great importance for studying the dynamics of a toroidally confined plasma system. It
is actually an essential drive for the evolution of the poloidal variation of plasma density.
Using the formalism adopted in this work, one can study some property of this local force
(see Appendix B). However, complete calculation of this local force requires solving the
next order bounce averaged equation which is quite complicated and is out of the scope of
this work.
III. Asymptotic Behavior and Padd Approximation
As shown in Ref. 8, a Pad6 approximation of the complete result from the eigenfunction
approach is typically possible. This simple analytic approximation is always quite accurate
and highly desirable for further analysis of the dynamics of the system. In order to derive
it, one should study the detailed asymptotic behavior of f,, ft and F(v, A, vp).
At vp/v < 1, one finds f, ~ fcP and
00 Onn A
F(v,A, vp) ~ - E 
- 1
which corresponds to the pitch angle dominant solution; and (ii) at v,/v > 1, one finds
fC ~- fc and
00
-v1
F(v, A, vp) ~ v E A" = t/P '
V =1 n=
which corresponds to the drag dominant solution, as expected. f' and fd are the effective
fractions of circulating particles for pitch angle dominant and drag dominant cases, respec-
tively, as defined in Ref. 8. Note that the reason the drag dominant solution will occur at
v, > v is due to the mathematical similarity of mass flow damping and drag force in the
force balance equation.
Similarly, one finds that (i) ft(x, v,) ~ fj'(1 + ! ), for ' < 1; and (ii) ft(x, v,)
ft - ' ft, for k > 1. This asymptotic behavior then leads to Pad6 approximation formsVP
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for ft(x, vp) and ft(x, v,)/fc(x, vp), i.e.
f P If
Vf(x, v,) ____,
~ (1 - ) (23)fr.(X~) ~ P !-" f
This simple analytic form is physically insightful and clearly leads to correct asymptotic
behavior. In the next section, this expression will be used for studying the relaxation of
poloidal flow.
IV. Relaxation of Poloidal Flow
Concerning the relaxation of the poloidal flow, the parallel momentum balance equa-
tion is used to obtain (also cf. Refs. 2,4,5),
2+ E2 V, = ILO(v,,P) (24)
where q(0) is the safety factor. Here, the term on the right-hand side corresponds to
parallel viscosity; the term on the left-hand side corresponds to direct time derivative of
the poloidal flow. Also note that terms pjU with t > 1 have been neglected for simplicity.
Typically, inclusion of f > 1 terms can give about a 20% correction and will not change
the qualitative behavior of the result.
The relaxation rate v, can be solved from Eqs. (21) and (24). To understand the
qualitative behavior of the relaxation process, it is useful to utilize the Pad4 approximation
form given in Eq. (23) and rewrite Eq. (21) as
LP ft ( f- ffd) 2 f V d
fo = {l}f- v-f+v ,5V. (25)
Here, the first term on the right-hand side refers to the standard pitch angle dominant
result for static system; the second term refers to v, > vii result from the drag dominant
solution, and the third term is due to coupling between the two effects.
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For a large aspect ratio tokamak (e < 1) and assuming v, > vi, one finds
{ fV f d V (26)
where the third term is negligible compared with the first term. Using the fact that1
{ V} = (2 - v/2 ln(1 + v"'2)) vi,
Eqs. (24)-(26) yield
0.687 (27)
E
One notices that the v, dependent term in (B -V II) is more important than the term from
the direct time derivative of poloidal flow. On the other hand, by assuming ' < 1, one
finds Ito ~_ fr({v}+ftpvp) which results in v, ~ i. Nonetheless, this result contradicts
the underlying assumption.
To compare our result with the result in Ref. 5, we remark that Eq. (20) agrees with
Eq. (15) of Ref. 5. However, special care must be taken when studying the large aspect
ratio limiting behavior using the eigenfunction approach. For instance, as pointed out in
Refs. 7,8, 'y1 = 1 + 0(c), -y, = 0(c) for n > 1, but E**1 -y = 1 + O(O/2). In addition,
since the result 2L has a strong dependence on E, it is inconsistent to perform the large
aspect ratio expansion while keeping g- as an independent quantity as done in Ref. 5.
Furthermore, positive v, from Eq. (27) implies that the integrand in Eq. (25) has
resonant behavior which gives rise to an imaginary contribution to p. This imaginary
part then leads to vpj which corresponds to an oscillation during the relaxation. Namely,
the poloidal flow
Up = KB, oc e-(Vpr+ivp). (28)
For a large aspect ratio tokamak, by assuming vpI < v,, ~ 0.687vii/e, one finds that the
integrand in Eq. (25) is singular at
X ~ /2v f )/
Vpr
which leads to
Im V } )2 __va4 . (29)f.fv -fdiv, 3 Vpt)/2
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It is thus straightforward to obtain
v.1 ~ 13.15Ev;;. (30)
One would expect that vpr becomes comparable with the damping rate for finite aspect
ratio.
For a finite aspect ratio tokamak, Eq. (24) is solved numerically for v, = vp, + ivp,.
Numerically, it is well known that the integrand will be singular when the imaginary
part becomes very small compared with the real part. It is worth mentioning here that
a method introduced as follows can avoid this numerical singularity. Using the Laplace
transformation for complex variable1 4
1 -ij 00dy e- i'' (f"V- f " V),
fV - fid J I
one obtains
Re { V - fdV dy e-1PpIfll {vsin (fv - Vp,)}
Im P f } = ij dy e- I'P Ify {v cos (f'v - fdvY,,)}.fr- f0v
Here "{}" is defined after Eq. (22), and aj = vp/lvpll. The results of vp,, vpl versus E are
given in Fig. 1. One notices that
VP ~- 0.5vii/f (31a)
except for very small E. In addition, vp and v,, are of the same order for finite e.
However, the behavior of v,, for small E in Fig. 1 does not appear to agree well with
the large aspect ratio result in Eq. (27) until e < 10-3. This is due to the fact that
the expansion parameter in the banana region is VE. In order to get a better analytic
description for poloidal flow evolution in a large aspect ratio tokamak, one includes the Ve-
correction in Eqs. (24)-(25) and obtains
0.687
C(1 + 1.406E) "
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i'pi (1 13.15e (32b)(1 +1.487,/,E)
For E < 0.2, the numerical and analytical results (from Eqs. (32a) and (32b)) of vp,, vpi
are given in Figs. 2 and 3; both figures show good agreement.
V. Conclusions
The time dependent parallel viscous force has been calculated by using the eigenfunc-
tion approach. The result is given in Eqs. (20)-(22). Meanwhile, the asymptotic behavior
of this result is then studied and leads to a simple and physically insightful analytic ap-
proximated expression as given in Eq. (23). In addition, some comments on the feature
and required calculation for deriving the poloidally unaveraged viscous forces have been
made in Appendix B. In particular, the heat stress force has been found to be proportional
to B 2 times the averaged heat viscous force as given in Eq. (B9). On the other hand, the
calculation of momentum viscous force is more subtle and requires the next order solution
for distribution function.
By calculating the time dependent parallel viscosity, the oscillatory behavior in addi-
tion to the relaxation processes of the poloidal flow have been studied for arbitrary aspect
ratio. It is concluded that neglecting the time dependent term in the parallel viscous force
will lead to a totally incorrect description of the relaxation process of the poloidal flow.
The numerical results of the oscillation frequency vpI and relaxation rate v,, are shown in
Fig. 1. Also, approximated analytic results of vl and v,, are given in Eqs. (31) for mod-
erate to small aspect ratio and Eqs. (32) for large aspect ratio, respectively. In particular,
for very large aspect ratio, the relaxation rate is found to be vp, ~ in contrast to the
previous results in Refs. 3,4,5.
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Appendix A
Variational Principle for Solving V(v)
Let us define
Q Bo(BV -) mvKBo) /nT (Al)
and
(fc (V, V,)
Equqation (17) can thus be written as
£'eff V - C1(V) = QvfM, (A2)
and V has to satisfy the constraint of Eq. (14). Using Eq. (8) and self-adjoint property of
the collision operator, a variational function11 ,13 can be constructed
R[F]= p2[F] (A3)S[F, F]
where
P[F] Q dv Z (A)
S[F1, F2 ] f dv ( FF2 _3-C(F 2 )), (A5)
and the trial function F has to satisfy the constraints
dv = KBo (A6)
6R[F]=0. (A7)
Also note that for F = V,
R[V] = P[V] = S[V,V]. (A8)
As usual, this variational function corresponds to the entropy production due to relaxation
of poloidal flow and solution 5R = 0 relates to the minimum entropy production. That is,
KB2(BV - m))
R[V] = QKBO = 0(B2) - mvp(KBo)2 ) nT .
12
Explicitly, by letting F = (a + ax2 )'vfm, Eq. (A6) requires that a = KBo - 5/2a,
e.g.,
F = ((x2 )a + KBo M VfM.
Here, a, a variational parameter to be determined, corresponds to the poloidal heat flux.
Using this variational procedure, one can actually derive the poloidal heat flux in terms of
poloidal mass flow without calculating the parallel heat viscosity.1
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Appendix B
Some Comments on Local Viscous Forces
To study the local (poloidally unaveraged) viscous force, one needs to understand
more about the first order distribution function in Eq. (6) which can be rewritten as
B B-V-P 2KB2 2fB+ (8\BVjjf 1  fm M- VI nvt fM V GA~JI)g
2Bo a 89 B 2 1 (l
+ -v() g + (C (V)+v(v)V). (B1)
Equations (B1) and (17) then yield
BVjij = B-V-P - ( (B- V-P))
+ +(B2)
Note that
B -V P = dv mvijvilBVj 1fi. (B3)
Let us decompose 1 into
=a + H + Gl(v, A,b) (B4)
where
BVg B - V - P - B (B - V - P) (B5)
2Bo [V I t Ig (8 \ B2 VVBVIIH = | -v, ( t|i g + B2 (B6)
After some straightforward manipulations, Eqs. (13), (20), (21) and (B6) yield
dv mvj 1vjjBVijH = B (B -V -P). (B7)
Equations (B3)-(B7) thus lead to
BV 1 a = dv mvjjvliBVia) ,
14
which also implies that
a=A(G) 
.
P
Here A(O) is an arbitrary periodic function which relates to fi(O) and can only be deter-
mined from the continuity equation and the momentum equation, but not from the drift
kinetic equation. That is,
B -V - P = V11A(6) + B2 ) (B - V -P). (B8)
On the other hand, the heat stress force (= heat viscous force + ZVIIT) can be directly
derived without knowledge of A(O). E.g.,
B-V -±+ 5 PVT= dv mog L 3 / 2 BVjfi = B 2 (B -V - e). (B9)2m f1(B2)
It is worth mentioning here that the heat stress force in Eq. (B8) alone can be used
in heat balance equation for the derivation of poloidal heat flux. That is, one does not
need to calculate the heat viscous force. On the other hand, the momentum stress tensor
in Eq. (B8) is not known until A(9) is calculated. However, A(6) can only be determined
when fi(6) is known, while the derivation of fi(0) requires the knowledge of the momentum
stress tensor. This implies that one needs to calculate the local momentum viscous force.
To calculate the local momentum viscous force, instead of solving for A(6), one needs
to calculate the parallel pressure gradient forces induced by H and G1 which correspond
to the zeroth order Legendre component of H and G1 . This requires one to solve for G1
from the O(A 2 ) bounced average equation which does not vanish in the trapped region.
This calculation is possible by extending the approach given in this work and keeping only
C' and C2 in Eq. (9); however, it is expected to be very complicated and is out of the
scope of this paper. Finally, we remark that the discussions made in this Appendix are
valid for both dynamical and static systems.
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Figure Captions
1. Real and imaginary components of i, = e- versus inverse aspect ratio e = r/Ro.
Notice that ,, - 0.5 while ,pj ~ C for e > 0.1.
2. Normalized relaxation rate e versus inverse aspect ratio e = r/Ro for r < 0.2.
Analytic results are obtained from Eq. (32a).
3. Normalized oscillation frequency s,; versus inverse aspect ratio e = r/Ro for ; < 0.2.
Analytic results are obtained from Eq. (32b).
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